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___________________________________________________________________ 

Abstract 

Based on the previous results, this paper continues to develop the theory of random convex 
analysis. First, motivated by the recent work of Ekeland’s variational principle on a 
complete random normed module, we prove that the set of local conical support points of S is 

dense in the boundary of S under the locally convex-0L  topology, where S is a closed-cT  

subset of a random normed module E and S has the countable concatenation property. Then, 
we prove that it is a nonconvex generalization of the Bishop-Phelps theorem in complete 
random normed modules. This result is a nontrivial random extension of the corresponding 
classic result. 
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___________________________________________________________________ 

1. Introduction 

In [1], we established the Ekeland’s variational principle on a 
complete RN module and the Bishop-Phelps theorems in complete RN 
modules under two kinds of topologies. Based on these results, this paper 
is devoted to prove that the set of local conical support points of S is 

dense in the boundary of S under the locally convex-0L  topology, where 

S is a closed-cT  subset of a random normed module E and S has the 

countable concatenation property. When the probability space ( )P,, FΩ  

is trivial, our results reduce to the corresponding classic result [2]. So the 
extension of our results is nontrivial. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we 
briefly recall some necessary definitions and facts; in Section 3, we give 
our main results and proofs. 

2. Preliminaries 

Throughout this paper, ( )P,, FΩ  denotes a probability space, K the 

field R of real numbers or C of complex numbers, N the set of positive 

integers, ( )F0L  the set of equivalence classes of extended real-valued 

random variables on Ω  and ( )KL ,0 F  the algebra of equivalence classes 

of K-valued random variables on Ω  under the ordinary scalar 
multiplication, addition and multiplication operations on equivalence 

classes, which is denoted by ( )F0L  when .RK =  
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It is well known from [3] that ( )F0L  is a complete lattice under the 

ordering ηξ  :  iff ( ) ( ),00 ωηωξ   for almost all ω  in Ω  (briefly, a.s.), 

where 0ξ  and 0η  are arbitrarily chosen representatives of ξ  and ,η  

respectively. Furthermore, every subset A of ( )F0L  has a supremum and 

infimum, denoted by A»  and ,A¹  respectively. It is clear that ( ),0 FL  

as a sublattice of ( ),0 FL  is also a complete lattice in the sense that every 

subset with an upper bound has a supremum. 

Let F∈A  and ξ  and η  be in ( ),0 FL  we say that η>ξ  on 

( )AA onη≥ξ  if ( ) ( )ωη>ωξ 00  (accordingly, ( ) ( )ωη≥ωξ 00 ) for almost 

all ,A∈ω  where 0ξ  and 0η  are arbitrarily chosen representatives of ξ  

and ,η  respectively. Similarly, one can understand η≠ξ  on A and 

η=ξ  on A. Specially, AI~  stands for the equivalence class of ,AI  where 

( ) 1=ωAI  if ,A∈ω  and 0 if .Aw ∈/  

This paper always employs the following notation: ( ) ( ),,00 RLL FF =  

( ) { ( ) } ( ) { ( ) }.on0,0 0000 Ω>ξ∈ξ=ξ∈ξ= +++ FFFF LLLL   

Let us first recapitulate some known terminology. 

Definition 2.1 ([4]). An ordered pair ( )⋅,S  is called a random normed 

space (briefly, an RN space) over K with base ( )P,, FΩ  if S is a linear 

space over K and ⋅  is a mapping from S to ( )F0
+L  such that the 

following axioms are satisfied: 

( ) ;and,1- SxKxxRN ∈∈α∀α=α  

( ) ;,,2- SyxyxyxRN ∈∀+≤+  

( ) θ== xxRN implies03-  (the null vector in S), 

where x  is called the random norm of the vector x. 
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In addition, if S is a left module over the algebra ( )KL ,0 F  and ⋅  

also satisfies the following: 

( ) ( ) ,and,,1- 0 SxKLxxRNM ∈∈ξ∀ξ=ξ F  

then such an RN space ( )⋅,S  is called a random normed module 

(briefly, an RN module) over K with base ( ),,, PFΩ  such a random norm 

⋅  is called an .norm-0L  

The algebra ( )KL ,0 F  is a special RN module when ⋅  is defined by 

( ).,, 0 KLxxx F∈∀=  

Although RN modules are a random generalization of classical 
normed spaces, its structure can simultaneously induce two kinds of 

topologies, namely, the ( ) topology-, λε  and the locally convex-0L  

topology as follows: 

Definition 2.2 ([5]). Given an RN module ( )⋅,E  over K with base 

( ).,, PFΩ  Let ε  and λ  be any two positive numbers such that 

,10 <λ<  define ( ) { ({ ( ) }) }λ−>ε<ωΩ∈ω∈=λεθ 1, xPExN  and 

let { ( ) }.10,0, <λ<>ελε= θθ NN  Then θN  becomes a local base at 

θ  of some Hausdorff linear topology, called the ( )λε, -topology for 

( )., ⋅E  

Then for every RN module, we always denote by λε,T  the           

( )λε, -topology. The introduction of the ( ) topology-, λε  owes to Schweizer 

and Sklar [6]. In fact, the ( ) topology-, λε  is frequently used for the 

research of probabilistic normed spaces [7-10]. It is clear that a net 
{ }∈αα ,x  in E converges in the ( ) topology-, λε  to Ex ∈  if and only if 

{ }∈α−α ,xx  converges in probability P to 0. 
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The locally convex-0L  topology was first introduced by Filipović et al. 

[11]. 

Definition 2.3 ([11]). Given an RN module ( )⋅,E  over K with base 

( ),,, PFΩ  then { ( ) ( )}FU 0
++θ ∈εε= LB  is a local base at E∈θ  of some 

Hausdorff locally convex-0L  topology, called the locally convexL -0  

topology induced by ,⋅  where ( ) { }.ε∈=ε yEyB  

From now on, for each RN module, we always denote by cT  the 

locally convex-0L  topology induced by .⋅  

To introduce the main results of this paper, let’s recall a very 
important notion. 

Definition 2.4 ([12]). Let E be an ( )KL ,0 F -module and G be a subset of 

E. G is said to have the countable concatenation property if for each 
sequence { }Nngn ∈:  in G and each countable partition { }NnAn ∈,  of 

Ω  to F  there always exists Gg ∈  such that nAnAn gIgI ~~ =  for each 

.Nn ∈  If E has the countable concatenation property, ( )GHcc  denotes 

the countable concatenation hull of G, namely, the smallest set 
containing G and having the countable concatenation property. 

Now let us recall the notion of a random conjugate space, which is 
crucial in random functional analysis. 

Definition 2.5 ([12]). Let ( )⋅,E  be an RN module over K with base 

( ).,, PFΩ  Then { ( ) fKLEfE ,: 0
, F→=∗
λε  is a continuous module 

homomorphism from ( )λε,, TE  to ( ( ) )}λε,
0 ,, TF KL  and  

{ ( ) fKLEfEc ,: 0 F→=∗  is a continuous module homomorphism from 

( )cE T,  to ( ( ) )},,,0
cKL TF  are called the random conjugate spaces of 

( )⋅,E  under λε,T  and ,cT  respectively. 
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Under λε,T  and ,cT  an RN module ( )⋅,E  over K with base 

( )P,, FΩ  has the same random conjugate space, namely, .,
∗∗

λε = cEE  

Thus they can be denoted by the same notation ∗E  [12]. Further, define 

( )F0: +
∗∗ →⋅ LE  by { ( ) ( ) },,:0 ExxxfLf ∈∀⋅ξ∈ξ= +

∗ F  then 

( )∗∗ ⋅,E  is also an RN module over K with base ( )P,, FΩ  and  

{ ( ) Exxff ∈=∗ :  and }1x  for any .∗∈ Ef  Besides, it is well 

known that ∗E  is complete,-,λεT  so ∗E  must have the countable 

concatenation property [12]. 

Let E be a left module over the algebra ( ),,0 KL F  a nonempty subset 

M of E is called ( ) convex-0 FL  if Myx ∈η+ξ  for any x and My ∈  and 

ξ  and ( )F0
+∈η L  such that .1=η+ξ  In addition, it is called an 

( ) convex-0 FL  cone if Myx ∈η+ξ  for any x and My ∈  and ξ  and 

( ),0 F+∈η L  further M is called pointed if ( ) .θ=− MM∩  

3. On Random ( ) Convex-0 FL  Cones in Complete Random Normed 

Modules 

In this section, we establish a nonconvex generalization of the 
Bishop-Phelps theorems in complete RN modules, namely, Theorem 3.9 
below. To introduce it, we need a series of preparations. 

Definition 3.1. Let E be an RN module over R with base ( ),,, PFΩ  

∗∈ Ef  and ( ).0 F++∈ Lk  Define 

( ) ( ){ }.:, yfyEyfC ≤∈= kk  

It is easy to see that ( )k,fC  is a pointed, closed and ( ) convex-0 FL  

random cone under each of λε,T  and .cT  
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Definition 3.2 ([1]). Let X be a Hausdorff space and ( ),: 0 FLXf →   

then f is bounded from below (resp., bounded from above) if there exists 

( )F0L∈ξ  such that ( ) ξ≥xf  (accordingly, ( ) ξ≤xf ) for any .Xx ∈  

Lemma 3.3 below is the Ekeland’s variational principle on a complete 
random normed module, which was established by us in [1]. 

Lemma 3.3 ([1]). Let ( )⋅,E  be a completec -T  RN module over R with 

base ( )P,, FΩ  such that E has the countable concatenation property, 

( ) closedaEGL c -,0 TF ⊂∈ ++k  subset with the countable concatenation 

property. Further, if ∗∈ Ef  is bounded from above on G, and ,Gz ∈  

then there exists Gx ∈0  such that 

(1) ( ) ;,0 zfCx +∈ k  

(2) ( )( ) { }., 00 xxfCG =+k∩  

Before the proof of Lemma 3.7, we first give the hyperplane 

separation theorems in RN modules under the locally convex-0L  

topology, namely, Proposition 3.5 below. The proof of Lemma 3.7 is based 
on Proposition 3.5. 

Proposition 3.4 ([12]). Let E be a left module over the algebra ( )KL ,0 F  

and M and G be any two nonempty subsets of E such that +MI A
~  

MMI cA ⊂~  and .~~ GGIGI cAA ⊂+  If ( ) ( ) ,0/=GHMH cccc ∩  then there 

exists an F-measurable subset ( )GMH ,  unique a.s. such that the 

following are satisfied: 

(1) ( )( ) ;0, >GMHP  

(2) 0~~ /=GIMI AA ∩  for all ( )GMHAA ,, ⊂∈ F  with ( ) ;0>AP  
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(3) 0~~ /=/GIMI AA ∩  for all ( )GMHAA ,\, Ω⊂∈ F  with ( ) .0>AP  

Let E, M, and G be the same as in Proposition 3.4 such that ( )MHcc  

( ) ,0/=GHcc∩  then ( )GMH ,  is called the hereditarily disjoint 

stratification of H and M, and ( )( )GMHP ,  is called the hereditarily 

disjoint probability of H and G. 

Proposition 3.5 ([13]). Let ( )⋅,E  be an RN module over K with base 

( )P,, FΩ  and G and M be two nonempty ( ) convexL -0 F  subsets of E such 

that the eriorintc -T  oG  of G is not empty and ( ) ( ) .0/=MHGH cc
o

cc ∩  

Then there exists ∗∈ Ef  such that 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ,ReRe MyandGxallforyfxf ∈∈≤  

and 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) .,ReRe MyandGxallforMGHonyfxf oo ∈∈<  

Proposition 3.6 ([13]). Let ( )⋅,E  be an RN module over K with base 

( ).,, PFΩ  If a subset G of E has the countable concatenation property, 

then so does the eriorintc -T  oG  of G. 

Now, we can give Lemma 3.7 and its proof as follows. 

Lemma 3.7. Let ( )⋅,E  be a completec -T  RN module over R with     

base ( )P,, FΩ  such that E has the countable concatenation property, 

EG ⊂  an a.s. bounded (namely, { } ( )) closedLGpp c -,: 0 TF+∈∈»  

( ) convexL -0 F  nonempty subset of E with G∈/0  and G has the countable 

concatenation property, ( ) ,: 0 GLC ⋅= + F  and EF ⊂  a closedc -T  subset 

of E and F has the countable concatenation property. If Fz ∈  and 

( )zCF +∩  is a.s. bounded, then there exists ( )zCFz +∈ ∩0  such that 

( ) { }.00 zzCF =+∩  
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Proof. First, we prove that there exist ∗∈ Eg  and ( )F0
++∈ Lk  such 

that ( ) ( )k,: 0 gCGLC ⊂⋅= + F  as follows. 

Since ,0 G∈/  then there exists ( )F0
++∈ε L  such that ( ) 00 /=ε GN ∩  

and hence ( ) .00 /=ε GN o ∩  It is easy to check that ( )0εN  has the 

countable concatenation property. Thus the cT -interior ( )0oNε  has the 

countable concatenation property by Proposition 3.5. It follows that 

( ( )) ( ) .00 /=ε GHNH cc
o

cc ∩  By Proposition 3.5, there exists ∗∈ Eg  such 

that 

( ) ( ) ( ) ,and0allfor GyNxygxg ∈∈≤ ε  

and hence we have ( )( ) ( ).0: GgNg  ≤=γ ε  

Since G is a.s. bounded, there exists ( )F0
++∈ LM  such that 

., GyMy ∈∀≤  Thus, we have ( ) ., GyygyM ∈∀≤γ≤⋅γ  Hence 

taking ,M
γ=k  we have ( )k,GCG ⊂  and hence ( )., kgCC ⊂  

Since ∗∈ Eg  and ( )zCF +∩  is a.s. bounded, it implies that g is 

bounded from above on ( ).zCF +∩  It is easy to see that ( )zCF +∩  is 

closed-cT  and has the countable concatenation property. Applying Lemma 

3.3 to ( ),zCF +∩  we have that there exists ( )zCFz +∈ ∩0  such that 

{ } ( ) ( )( ) ( ) { },, 0000 zzCFzgCzCFz ⊃+⊃++= ∩∩∩ k  

and hence we have { } ( ).00 zCFz += ∩  
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Thus it is clear that 0z  is just desired. 

Definition 3.8. Let E be an RN module over R with base ( ),,, PFΩ  

EG ⊂  a subset. 

(1) { }0\∗∈ Ef  such that f is bounded from above on G. If Gx ∈  is 

such that ( ) ( ),Gfxf »=  then x is called a support point of f and f is 

called an a.s. bounded random linear functional supporting G at x; 

(2) Gx ∈  is called a conical support point of G, if there exists a 

closed convex-0L  random cone C with vertex 0 such that ( ) =+ xCG ∩  

{ };x  

(3) Gx ∈  is called a local conical support point of G, if there exist 

( )F0
++∈ε L  and a closed convex-0L  random cone C with nonempty 

interior such that ( ) ( ) { }.xxNxCG =+ ε∩∩  

We now state the main result of this section, namely, Theorem 3.9 
below. It shows that the set of local conical support points of S is           

cT -dense in the cT -boundary of S (briefly, ( )Sc∂ ). 

Theorem 3.9. Let ( )⋅,E  be a completec -T  RN module over R with 

base ( )P,, FΩ  such that E has the countable concatenation property, 

EG ⊂  be a closedc -T  subset of E and G has the countable concatenation 

property, ( ),0 F++∈ε L  and ( ).0 Gz c∂∈  Then there exist ( ) CL ,0 F++∈δ      

a closedc -T  ( )F0L -convex cone, and Sx ∈0  such that 

( ) ( ) { }.00000 xxNxCGandonzx =+Ωε<− δ∩∩  
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Proof. Let 0y  be in GE \  such that .400
ε≤− zy  And taking  

Gg ∈0  such that ,4
5

00
rgy ≤−  where { }.:: 0 Gzzyr ∈−= ¹  We 

can, without loss of generality, suppose .00 =g  Since ,400
ε≤−≤ zyr  

one can have .344
5

4
5

000
ε≤ε⋅≤≤=− rygy  By ,0yr ≤  we have 

( ).:0 0
4

yNB r=∈  

Let ( ) 2,: 0
0

0 yBLC =δ⋅= + F  and ( ) .001 GNG ∩δ=  It is clear that 

1G  is closed-cT  and has the countable concatenation property. Applying 

1G  to Lemma 3.8, then there exists CGx ∩10 ∈  such that 

{ } ( ).010 xCGx += ∩  

Since ,0 Cx ∈  we can suppose ,0 ux ⋅α=  where ( ) .,0 BuL ∈∈α + F  

Since ( ),000 δ∈ Nx  it is easy to check that ( ) ,0~0~
0 /=⋅⋅ δ SINI AA ∩  

where { ( )F0: ++∈= LyS kk  and }.,1 By ∈≥k  Thus we have 1<α  on .Ω  

Hence, it follows that 

( ) ( ) ( ) 000000 141 yryyuyuyx α−+⋅α≤α−−−α=−α=−  

( ) ( ) ( )∗≤⋅α−≤⋅α−+≤ .4
5

4454
514

rrrr  

By ,4
ε≤r  one can have ,16

5
4
5

00
ε≤≤− ryx  which implies 

.on416
5

000000 Ωε<ε+ε≤−+−≤− zyyxzx  
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Since ,0 Gx ∈  we have .00 ryx ≥− . Thus from ( ),∗  it is easy to have 

( ) ,44500
ryxr ⋅α−≤−≤  which implies ,4

1≤α  and hence 

.2
3

4
5

400
rrryyuu =+≤+−≤  Thus we have 

.on222
3

4
1

0
0

0 Ωδ=≤<⋅≤α=
yrrux  

Let 000 >−δ=δ x  on .Ω  If δ<−η 0x  on ,Ω  then it is easy to have 

0000 δ=+δ<+−η≤η xxx  on ,Ω  which implies ( ) ( ).000 δδ ⊂ NxN  

Thus it follows that 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) { }.0 0100000 0 xGxCNxCGxNxCGx =+⊂+⊂+∈ δδ ∩∩∩∩∩  

Hence one can have 

( ) ( ) { }.000 xxNxCG =+ δ∩∩  

Thus ,, δC  and 0x  are desired. 

From Theorem 3.9, one can obtain Corollary 3.10 below, which is the 
Bishop-Phelps theorem in complete RN module. It was established by us 
in [1]. 

Corollary 3.10 ([1]). Let ( )⋅,E  be a completec -T  RN module over        

R with base ( )P,, FΩ  such that E has the countable concatenation 

property and G be a closedc -T  ( ) convexL -0 F  subset of E such that G has 

the countable concatenation property. Then the set of support points of G 
is densec -T  in .Gc∂  

Proof. Suppose K is a closed-cT  ( ) convex-0 FL  random cone with vertex 

0 and nonempty interior in E. 
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We now prove that any point of S which is a conical support point 
with respect to K is in fact a support point of G. We need to prove that 

xK +  and G satisfy the hypotheses of Proposition 3.5 as follows: 

(1) It is easy to see that xK +  and G are both ( ) convex.-0 FL  

(2) Since K is an ( ) convex-0 FL  cone, it is easy to check that xK +  

has the countable concatenation property. Thus ( )oxK +  has the 

countable concatenation property by Proposition 3.6. 

(3) We can now prove ( ) 0~~ /=⋅+⋅ GIxKI A
o

A ∩  for any F∈A  with 

( ) 0>AP  as follows. 

First, from ( ) { },xGxK =+ ∩  one can have ( ) 0/=+ GxK o∩  since 

( ).xKx c +∂∈  

Second, from ( ) { },xGxK =+ ∩  we can deduce ( ) ⋅+⋅ AA IxKI ~~ ∩  

{ }xIG A ⋅= ~  for any F∈A  with ( ) .0>AP  Otherwise, there exists 

some F∈B  with ( ) 0>BP  and Ey ∈ˆ  such that ( )xKIyI BB +⋅∈⋅ ~ˆ~  

GIB ⋅~∩  and .~ˆ~ xIyI BB ⋅≠⋅  Let us take ,~ˆ~ xIyIz cBB ⋅+⋅=  then it is 

easy to see that (( ) ) ( ) .~~~~ GIxKIGxKIxI cccc BBBB ⋅+⋅⊂+⋅∈⋅ ∩∩  

Thus we can have ( ) { },xGxKz =+∈ ∩  which implies ,~ˆ~ xIyI BB ⋅=⋅  

a contradiction. 

Third, we consider the problem in the relative topology. Since 

( )oA xKI +⋅~  is the relative cT -interior of ( )xKI A +⋅~  in EI A ⋅~  and 

xI A ⋅~  is a relative cT -boundary point of ( )xKI A +⋅~  in ,~ EI A ⋅  we can 

have ( ) ,0~~ /=⋅+⋅ GIxKI A
o

A ∩  for any F∈A  with ( ) .0>AP  
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Then by Proposition 3.5, there exists ∗∈ Ef  such that 

( ) ( ) ,andallfor xKqGpqfpf +∈∈≤  

which implies ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ),xfxKfGfxf ≤+≤≤ ¹»  and hence ( ) ( ).Gfxf »=   

Further, by { } ( ) ( ) ( ) { },xxKGxNxKGx =+⊂+= δ ∩∩∩  it shows 

that a local conical support point of G is a conical support point. 

Thus we can get the conclusion from Theorem 3.9. 

Remark 3.11. We prove that the set of local conical support points of S is 

dense in the boundary of S under the locally convex-0L  topology, where 

S is a closed-cT  subset of a random normed module E and S has the 

countable concatenation property; Then we prove that this result is a 
nonconvex generalization of the Bishop-Phelps theorem in a complete 

random normed module. A λε,T -complete ( ) convex-0 FL  subset S must 

have the countable concatenation property, but we wonder whether 
Theorem 3.9 is true or not under the ( ) topology?.-, λε  
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